1. & 2. Indian Moosehide teep.es, with dried moose meat on racks in front.
   Camped on sandbar above mouth of Lansing Creek, Stewart River, 1904

2. 3. 4. 5. Percival Nash & dog team, Duncan Creek, Yukon Territory, 1902.

6. 7. Prospector and family (a boy and girl) at Duncan Creek, 1903.

5. & 8. Moose hunters at Fraser Falls, Stewart River, Yukon Territory Summer 1905.
6. 8. Percival Nash (with hat) portaging boat at Fraser Falls, Stewart River, 1905.
8. Same as 5., with larger detail.

   (Cache in trees at left, drying rack at right).
12. Northern fur animals: two marten, two ermine, one mink. Lansing Creek, Stewart River, Yukon 1905.

13. Indians and trappers, Lansing Creek, Stewart River, summer 1905
   Pictured L to R. Francis, Dave Hoy(g), George, Jim Christi, St. Pierre.
14 & 15. Frank Braine and Percival Nash, Fur Traders (partnership) at Lansing Creek, Stewart River, Yukon 1905. (SEE PAGE 12 - 36A)
16. Lansing Creek Trading Post, view taken from across Lansing Creek.
   This is detailed close-up of # 17, taken from original.

17. Lansing Creek Trading Post as seen from across Lansing Creek.
20. Drying moose meat at foot of Pleasant Lake, young wolf pup in foreground.
   Fall 1905.

21. Percival Nash and dog team arriving at Trading Post Lansing Creek, upper Stewart River, after trip to Northwest Mounted Police Post at Dawson for mail. (Notice snow shoes now owned by Louis Nash family) Spring 1906.
22. Percival Nash and the 1st day's catch on the trap line, Lansing Creek, upper Stewart River, Spring 1905. (Furs mostly marten, one mink, and ermine)
23 & 24. Lansing Creek Trading Post, from across Stewart River, Lansing Creek, 1905.
   (SEE ALSO 16, 17, 18, and 26.)

25. Mt. Joy, on upper Lansing Creek (view taken from across Stewart River).
26. Looking down on Trading Post, mouth of Lansing Creek, Stewart River 1905.
   (HAND PRINT TO CONTROL DARKNESS AND DETAIL) ALSO SEE 16, 17, 23, 24.
29. Ice moving in spring on Stewart River.
Percival Nash camping on lower Stewart River, summer 1900

Pleasant Lake, between North Fork Stewart River and Hess River, fall 1905.
Coating load of moose meat to camp at lower end of lake.

Percival Nash and moose, Yukon
(Notice, gun scabbard over his right arm, now owned by Louis Nash family.)

Mooseskin boat...and the largest bull moose head. Killed on Pleasant Lake,
Yukon Territory 1905.

Lining a boat up through rapids above Frazer Falls, Stewart River. Fall 1906
Northern fur-bearing animals. Marten, two mink and ermine. Lansing Creek, winter
winter 1903. (see Page I, 12)

After the first load of moose meat, at Cache, Pleasant Lake, early winter
1905. Note lynx tracks in foreground.

Canada Lynx in trap, Lansing Creek, Stewart River 1905.

Percival Nash and dog team, Dawson 1902. Notice woven wool sash, now owned
by Louis Nash family.) See page I, # 3, 31A

Percival Nash, Yukon Territory, 1902 - 1906.
(Same red woven sash as in 31A) (Indian Beaded gloves)

P. Nash trapping tent, Lansing Spring 1906

Last day's catch on trapline, Lansing Creek, upper Stewart River, spring 1905
(This negative taken from print made from original glass plate negative
found 1962 by Eldridge Nash)) Also, see Page I, #22.

Frank Braine, of firm Braine & Nash, Fur Traders. Lansing Creek, Stewart
River 1905. (This appears to be the same gun scabbard owned by L. Nashes.)
1. Panning for gold.
2. Frank Braine taking "Iconnu" out of net at mouth of Lansing Creek, Stewart River, 1904. Notice birch bark canoe, made without a nail. Trading post, Lansing Creek, Stewart River, 1904.

3. Percival Nash, Lansing Creek, Stewart River, 1904.
   (gun scabbard, woven sash, snowshoes now owned by Louis Nash family).

4. Trapping camp, Hess River from Stewart River, 1904.
5. Trade furs, Lansing Creek, Stewart River, 1904

6. Lansing Creek Trading Post 1903.
7. Lansing Creek Trading Post 1903.
8. Lining (working) boat up through rapids above Fraser Falls, upper Stewart River, fall 1906.

   (Cameron was "proctor" of the Hudson Bay Co., Dawson City. From Portrait photo and smaller copy).

10. Frank Braine (also Page 2, Row F, 37) Printed from original glass plate negative 1960.


12. (also Page I, Row F, 23 & 24)

13. Mounted moose head copied from proof print.

14. "This moose was called and killed from cabin door." Foot of Pleasant Lake, Fall 1905. (Beaded bag now owned by Louis Nash Family.)

15. Ovis Fannini, one of three shot while hunting with Cameron, Hess River. Fall 1906.

16. Dawson City, 1905 (sequenced sections attach, one missing of mouth of joining river on right).

17. Steamwheeler on Stewart River, Dawson City, 1905.
Cameron (of Hudson Bay Co., Dawson city) and one of his sheep heads. Hess River 1906.

Boston Mackay, (a half-breed) one of Cameron's packers. Hess River 1906.


Three sheep feeding, photo by Cameron. Sheep Mountain, Hess River, 1906.


Packing out sheep heads from hunting camp to River Camp. Hess River 1906.

Percival Nash leaving Cameron's Camp enroute to Dawson City, with boat load of trophies. Hess River 1906.

Different lighting and close up used on above.

Photos by Cameron. Man pictured may be Boston Mackay, Cameron's packer. Hess River 1906.

Indian boatcrew on Cameron trip, upper Stewart 1906.

Same as 20 etc. above.

Cameron Trophy, photos by Cameron. Hess River, 1906.

(Described at 17)

Boston Mackay, (a halfbreed) with Cameron's trophy. Hess River 1906.

Free Miner's Certificate issued to Percival Nash by Dominion of Canada, May 26, 1903. Privileges granted include "Fishing, Shooting, and Cutting Timber" for necessities, building of houses and boats and mining operations.

Enlarged and changed lighting as described at 18. Notice rear packer has three sheep heads, using head band to distribute load weight. Possibly middle packer is P. Nash.